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On March 27th, 2017, the Ministry of Economy (the “Ministry”) published on the Federation’s Official Diary the Agreement 

were the Legal Matters System for Foreign Investment and the regulations for its use (the “Agreement”) is established. Through 

this Agreement the System for Foreign Investment Legal Matters is established (“SFILM”), that entered into force on March 

28th, 2017, allows an alternative way to perform various procedures related to foreign investment through electronic means.  

 

How to access the platform? The access to the platform of the SFILM is available through the web page 

http://sajie.economia.go.mx. Accessing to this platform you can perform various procedures through the SFILM. To access 

this page you must count with a username and a password, which will be granted after a registration process in the same page. 

To register you need a valid e-mail, and an electronic signature that is currently active in the Tax Administration Service, also, 

you have to provide information such as the name of the petitioner, taxpayer identification registry (“RFC”) and address.  

It is necessary the access through the Advanced Electronic Signature, because it will allow the procedure to produce the same 

legal effects as if it was made by an autograph signature of the person that performs it.  

 

How are the procedures done? In the moment you make a request through the LMSFI, an electronic acknowledgment of 

receipt will be issued, and it will contain: (a) name, denomination or business name of the person requesting it, and in its case, 

name of the legal representative; (b) procedure number; (c) procedure’s denomination; (d) time and date of the procedures 

receipt; (e) documents accompanying the request; and (f) chain of authenticity characters.  

Mainly, the interested could perform procedures and consultations applicable to: (i) foreign physical persons; (ii) foreign 

moral persons; and (iii) Mexican moral persons.  

 

What procedures can be performed? According to the previous, the foreign physical persons can perform procedures for 

requesting the acquisition of shares, constitution of new societies and new activity fields. Regarding the foreign moral 

persons, they can perform procedures requesting the acquisition of shares, validation, constitution of new societies, new 

activity fields and the establishment of branches. Finally, the Mexican moral personas can perform procedures for requesting 

acquisition of shares, constitution of new societies, validation and new activity fields.  

Also the next procedures can be made: consultations regarding foreign investment, opinions on telecommunications matter 

and the concession of broadcasting services, request for extension of time, authorization for the use of neutral investment, 

authorization for the establishment of foreign moral persons in Mexico (branches and offices of representation), amongst 

others.  
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